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Tom Sebo’s report (GP 6/5/13)1 of a recent meeting between Angus Taylor and Shadow Minister Michael 

Keenan reveals an interesting insight into the Liberal’s boarder protection credentials. Clearly nothing has 

changed and nothing will change. When the Howard era policy on border protection was changed, the 

green light was turned on and will remain on when the future Liberal government change their policy 

again simply because the true nature and purpose of Islamic immigration is ignored. 

Liberal party polling may certainly put border protection as number one concern, but what was the 

concern? Neither Angus Taylor or Michael Keenan in this report were able to put their finger  on the 

connection between  the 38,000 supposedly  displaced asylum seekers  who pay  USD $15,000 to get here 

and the concern of the locals. From the European experience of Islamic Immigration it is time to get a 

handle on a few concerns: 

 Economic – as the Islamic population increases in its host civilisation, social security expenditure 

balloons out of proportion,  fuelled by the doctrine of the jizya tax and the practice of polygamy. 

 Civil cohesion – With each mosque that is built, there emerges a separate centre of civil and 

military government and a set of ethics which have nothing in common with the west.  

 Refusal of governments to acknowledge the endgame of Islamic immigration. 

Mr Taylor’s belief that it was important to separate genuine refugees from economic asylum seekers is 

correct, not recognised is that the ethical duality of Islam makes this almost impossible. The Captain Emad 

case is a classic example, one who posed as a refugee, turned out to be the people smuggler.  The key to 

ending the boat arrivals is a political one, it involves dealing with the Indonesian government in the light 

of Political Islam. Regretfully most of our politicians were ashamed to be associated with Geert Wilders in 

his recent visit to Australia. Since the Dutch have had enough of the Islamization of their country their 

government has rebutted the Organisation of Islamic Co-operation. Now recent polling has put Geert 

Wilders as heading the largest political party in the Netherlands, the PVV, The Party for Freedom. The 

lesson here is that unless the present government deals properly with this issue another party may arise 

to take its place.     
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 http://www.goulburnpost.com.au/story/1480331/libs-talk-up-border-protection-credentials/?cs=181 
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